
SMARTFIT® MULTIPLE-USE EARPLUGS
Featuring Conforming Material technology, these earplugs use the wearer’s body 
heat to adapt them to the ear canal. They're also easy to clean and come with a 
detachable cord and HearPack® storage case. NRR 25. Orange. 100/Box. 

Part No Description
SMF30HW SmartFit, Corded

QUIET® MULTIPLE-USE EARPLUGS
Easy to clean, these multi-use earplugs have an ear canal shape for a comfortable fit. 
They also have a no-roll design with an insertion stem. NRR 26. Orange.

Part No Description
QD1HW Quiet, Uncorded, 100 Pair/Box
QD30HW Quiet, Corded, 100/Box

QD1HW

SMF30HW

CLARITY® MULTIPLE-USE EARPLUGS
Best suited for noise environments of 95 dB or lower, these earplugs block low 
and medium frequencies, while the higher frequencies—alarms, voices, and 
more—can still be heard. Includes a reusable case. Corded. NRR 21. 10/Box

Part No Description
1005328HW Clarity, Small, Green
1005329HW Clarity, Regular, Blue

1005328HW

1005329HW

LASER TRAK® DETECTABLE EARPLUGS
Non-ferrous metal grommets and bright colors make these earplugs easy to 
detect (by sight and by automated inspection). The contoured “T” shape and 
self-adjusting foam construction create a perfectly comfortable fit too. NRR 
33. Orange/Blue. 100/Box.

Part No Description
LT30HW Laser Trak, Corded

LT30HW

DID YOU KNOW? 

Every year, approximately 30 million people in the United States are occupationally 
exposed to hazardous noise. Noise-related hearing loss has been listed as one of the 
most prevalent occupational health concerns in the United States for more than 25 
years. Thousands of workers every year suffer from preventable hearing loss due to 
high workplace noise levels. An estimated $242 million is spent annually on worker’s 
compensation for hearing loss disability

OSHA. Occupational Noise Exposure. https://www.osha.gov/SLTC/noisehearingconservation. 2015.

EARPLUG DISPENSERS

Tough acrylic dispensers offer convenient storage and a clear view of when to 
refill. Place close to machinery or near problem noise areas.

Part No Description
45790BY Dispenser 13"H x 12"W x 8"D
45407BY Dispenser 13"H x 6"W x 8"D

45790BY

AIRSOFT MULTIPLE-USE EARPLUGS
Earplugs' advanced air pocket design features internal noise-blocking fins 
along with a four-flange profile that creates a better seal in the ear canal. 
They also create less pressure, eliminating that “plugged up” feeling. Plus they 
feature rounded flanges and tapered shapes for a better fit and firm stems for 
easy insertion and removal. NRR 27 Blue. 100/Box. 

Part No Description
DPAS30WHW AirSoft, Corded
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